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QUESTION 5 RESPONSES

Word Processing 43
Internet searching  43
Textbook  18
Wikis 10
Blogs 3
Create website 2
Movie making 2
Email 4
Myclasses 3
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QUESTION 7 RESPONSES

Because I am very good at typing, therefore getting notes down and things like that 
are easier, and more can be learned.

Because when searching on the internet you can find new things out

faster internet access. more fun to learn

it makes it faster to write on pages then paper, carry all books in one. a lot more 
freedom for creativity( movies/podcast)

because it has helped us to learn new programs that will almost certainly help us in 
the future as most learning will be through machines. It has also helped us to be 
social with friends with the computers.

helpful

because the internet has a wider range of information than your textbook.

It has helped by providing websites and programs/applications that make the 
activity easier, more enjoyable and helps me learn more efficiently.

find easier resources

We have use of the internet, this gives us a more broader education than what we 
had before.
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It has helped because we are broadened to lots of information and others opinions 
on things.

it has help me with my research and my dictionary meanings

Because it allows the lessons to be more interactive.

it makes it easier and is a good way to learn

easier to carry than text books

More information is available to view online.

It's interactive and more interesting than using books. It's also easier to find 
information.

It has allowed us to learn in a different, yet effective way, and has allowed us to 
explore more information on the internet and we can put that information to use 
with the different applications on our Macbooks.

It allows me to access a vast amount of knowledge that is on the internet and 
allows me to access lessons even if i'm not at school.

It is a good resource for studying and learning. It is also efficient for taking down 
information and storing it.

just is a different way of learning and i like it better.

The Macbook has made learning and researching information easier and more 
interesting.

Because it gave me more resources in work.

because it is more efficient and there us no longer a need to carry my textbooks to 
class

Because it keeps all my work organized.

It taught me new things which I didn't know before.

it makes research easier

yes gives me the internet so that i can google things to find out their meanings

n/a
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Faster work done because of typing.

It gives me easy access to research and accessing information

Provides a clear gateway to information and easy communication between 
students and teachers.

It makes it easier.

The internet is with you all the time

Because it teaches us how to use more high technology and is easier to revise on 
since is much lighter then heavy textbooks or workbooks.

Research can be easier instead of going to the library.

It has helped in finding more updated information faster

It looks cool, easier to find information.

it made it easier to find information

it gives me a wider range of sources to be able to get an easy access to use in 
school studies

Because I think it is a good way to find information easily.

because you look up something and its write there and it good for homework

I am able to find things faster.

helps me improve my research skills

Learn a lot using different applications on the computer

It helps us further research on specific information through the internet, and it helps 
us further improve our basic technology studies.

it is easy to just search a website and it is there. it is very good that we have the 
text book on the laptop as well

The MacBook has helped me in my learning this year because using it allows me 
to do all sorts of things beside the boring old exercise book and pen. With a 
MacBook I can do many things like make movies, create website or explore 
answers on the internet that a textbook sometimes can't provide.
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because it has opened up a different area of education which text book work cant 
always cover

i am able to advance in my research and with the facilities i am gives i am able to 
extend my learning experience

QUESTION 8 RESPONSES

don't know

Give us task to do on the computer

not sure

let us use them more often and make the homework on interactive with them

I think they can do activities with us on the macs. e.g. Hot maths we do questions 
online and if we do more and more this will be better than textbook maths i think.

work

use more internet programs.

Our teachers could run more movies (and know how to set it up properly) and use 
programs that help our learning.

send us worksheets to our macbook

Make us do more research tasks on our laptops.

Widen our knowledge.

more online activities

Put work online for us to see.
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using my classes and downloading work of there

N/A

Set work online for all students to view

They should find programs to help our learning but keep us interested as well.

Provide more activities on the Macbooks such as research activities or digitalized 
worksheets, instead of making us use our exercise books.

If the lessons for all classes were posted on the internet and if homework was 
emailed so that books wouldn't need to be carried home.

I'm not sure.

nothing because they are doing a good job.

Let us use the laptop more often and stop making us close the laptops in order to 
watch or listen to them every 10 minutes as it is disruptive and annoying closing 
and opening the laptop.

Let us make a bit more use of laptops, as it replaces our exercise books.

let the class do more work on the laptop and use microsoft and pages as our 
exercise book

Tutorials.

Set more Internet research tasks and help student to find out the correct answers

base most lessons around the MacBook

give us more worksheets online

Incorporate it more in the lesson

Try and anticipate the technical difficulties that might arise and be prepared to deal 
with them.

Use it more

Be more precise with what we need to do.
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Have more activities on the macbook.

Don't use them too often.

More interactive activities and using the macbook more often rather than writing in 
our books. We should phase out writing except on Thursdays

Bring Macbook on thursday, so we have it everyday. We put a lot of works on our 
Macbook and we can't do anything on thursday.

give us tips

educational games

They could incorporate it more into classes

I think the teachers use them fine.

do more different things

Use it more often

To create and use interactive websites, to collaborate with a smartboard.

use the data projector more often

What teachers can do to help us use the MacBook more effectively in class is to 
create interactive website such as wiki-spaces or Glogster or set up research task 
that requires us to explore the internet. Personally I rather use the internet then 
textbooks.

allow us to use the laptops more in class

Experience internet sites, by the way teachers are giving us assignments on the 
internet. We are not all experts on the internet sites , and we are marked on that.
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